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MISSION 

To support people through care, development and training 

 

VISION 

To be recognised by clients and their families, stakeholders in our community and other 
service providers in our industry as a leading provider of sustainable quality community 
services 

 

CORE VALUES 

People with disabilities are individuals who have an inherent right to respect for their 
human worth and dignity. 

Every person with a disability has the same rights as other members of Australian society 
to realise their potential and be accepted as valuable citizens in their community. 
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SPECIAL THANKS 

The Annual Report, in addition to 
reporting the years’ activities and 

achievements, gives an 
opportunity to express our 

appreciation to the numerous 
organisation and individuals that 
have assisted or contributed to 
Pinnacle throughout the year. 

 
We look forward to continuing to 

provide services and thank 
everyone for their support. 
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PRESIDENTS REPORT 2020—2021 

 

What we all thought were unprecedented times in the 
COVID19 world of 2020 has indeed continued into the 
latter part of 2021 and unfortunately dominates the role 
that Pinnacle has in providing services for the disability 
sector in the Stawell and Ararat districts.  However, it is 
inspiring to observe the way in which the entire Pinnacle 
team, both staff and clients, have adapted to the 
restrictions placed on them by this pandemic. 

 

 

In this annual report from the Board, I want to highlight the positive achievements 
of all those who have played some role in providing such wonderful service to our 
communities.   

 

 

Ms. Kathryn Clayton has proved to be an inspiring leader of our organisation.  She 
has needed to be very flexible in managing a number of lockdowns of which there 
has been very little notice and of varying lengths of time.  The ongoing negotiations 
with Possability for each lockdown have ensured that staff continued to be 
employed and most importantly, that clients continue to receive a service.  Kathryn 
has been supported by a hard-working and competent senior management team:  
Anthony Mellors (Manager, Corporate Services), Laurie Wadge (Human relations),  
Julie McDougall (Manager, Client Services), Steve Moses (Quality and Compliance 
contractor) and Andy Kalluri (Information Technology contractor).  During this 
COVID interrupted year all have been called upon to go beyond their normal duties 
to ensure that services continued to be provided. 

 

 

The administrative staff have not been able to show their friendly faces as often 
but Angela Batchelor, Emma Ramsay, Jenny Woods and Donna Bell have continued 
their fine work.  The backbone of the service provision to our clients is the work 
done by the co-ordinators of  our day program activities - Rearne Murphy, Angela 
Batchelor, May Hodgson, Glenyce Carter, Tania Crawford, Rachel Matthews, Sharree 
McCready, Melissa Raeck and Mick Rafferty. Their work has been compromised by 
the continued lockdowns but they have continued to provided services.   

 

 

The Business Services have faced a particularly challenging year.  The Board made 
the very difficult decision to close the Embroidabililty business after 15 years of 
service to the Ararat Community.  In the end this was a necessary financial decision 
as Pinnacle could not afford to continue to support heavy financial losses.  I would 
like to thank the tireless work of Sue Prior for her long years of service to 
Embroidability and staff John Syrad, Carly Murphy and the supported employees 
who worked there.  These supported employees have been redeployed to other 
Pinnacle businesses.  The Ararat Gardening Service has also ceased to provide 
gardening outside the Telstra contract, this is a very competitive business in Ararat 
and manager, Mick Driscoll, has found work projects for AME Systems more 
manageable than the gardening service.  Sharon Hamilton has continued to provide 
the front laundry with directions and adaptations in the difficult time whilst 
Michelle Flemming and Misty Grainger have had to deal with ongoing closures of 
Greenfingers nursery whilst till trying to be viable. 
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A number of staff have departed the organization during 2021, Laurie Wadge, 
Carleen Grace, Sue Prior, John Syrad, Leon Sache, Leanne Nicolaci, Maya Nicolaci 
and some shorter-term casual staff.   Their tireless work on behalf of the 
organization has been extraordinary and I want to thank them for their service. 

 

One of the highlights of each Board meeting is to read the contents of the Program 
reports.  These reports give us a great insight to the wonderful work that managers 
and facilitators carry out each day to provide our clients with a huge range of 
activities and work opportunities.  I want to thank the coordinators for their 
dedication in providing the Board with these reports for each monthly meeting. 

 

Pinnacle receives ongoing commitment and support from a range of generous 
donors. These contributions enable us to continue to provide the range of programs 
and services. The Board greatly appreciates the support of local businesses and the 
communities of Stawell and Ararat. I take this opportunity to acknowledge and 
thank the following Trusts, Donors and Sponsors: 

 

Donors: 

The Jack Brockhoff Foundation   

William Angliss (Vic) Charitable Trust 

ACE Community Enterprises 

Ararat Rural City Council  

 

Sponsors: 

Barry Davidson Electrical  75 BC Office Supplies  

Ararat Subway   Gasons   

Sportz Biz Ararat            Russell Price Building Co 

WDEA Ararat   Perry’s Shoes  

AME Systems   Southern Cross Business Machines Ballarat 

Mcdonalds Ararat 

 

The Board continues to face the issue of renewal – most of the current Board 
members have served many years in their roles.  While this provides a wealth of 
experience, good governance would tell us that we need to fill current vacancies 
with new members.  There has been regular discussion at Board level to address 
this issue and we look forward to welcoming new members in the next twelve 
months. 

 

PETER BRENNAN 

CHAIRPERSON 
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CEO REPORT 2020-2021 

 

Well we thought the 2019-2020 report was the only one 

that would reference words such as pandemic, lockdowns 

and COVID19 but 2020-2021 certainly increased its 
intensity, demands, changes and focus upon 

comprehensive plans, vaccinations, changing density 

limits, furloughing of staff and the list goes on.  Day 

services closed and moved into houses, businesses 

reduced to essential services, families separated, 
restrictions applied, protective equipment to be worn, 

financial uncertainty and the complete unknown could be 

how we remember 20-21. We adjusted to new ways of 

living and working, coping with new levels of anxiety and stress for ourselves, 

our families and those whom we support, and others significantly impacted by 
being confined to home.  Within this report I would like to reflect upon the year 

a little differently, to acknowledge the strength, resilience, and education of all 

those within our service and the gratitude that we have for everyone.  

 

Our sector was impacted by the turmoil in a way that was as complex as aged 
care, without timely directives and the publicity and acknowledgement for staff, 

yet all of those within our agency came to the fore.  Everyone adapted to 

engaging in activities in the houses or park, using zoom, connecting with families 

by various electronics, rotating teams in essential businesses to cater for worse 

case scenarios, altering days or hours worked, working from home for 
administration, wearing PPE and the list goes in.   People within the agency truly 

did everything they could to overcome all the challenges imposed by COVID and 

did it with such determination and focus to remain a dependable service for 

those whom we support, their families and staff, our colleagues, and the 

community.  They did this without government acknowledgement, bonus 
payments, increased incentives, they did it because they genuinely care for 

those whom we support, our agency and our communities.  They are not 

acknowledged as front-line staff but to our clientele they are frontline, they are 

an essential service, their work is important, and they are so professional in all 

they do, that they did not complain or attempt to seek reward. For all our staff 
be it direct care, administration, management and contractors…our sincere 

gratitude and thanks.  To our cleaners and the staff who also take on this role in 

areas, this year you have played even more of an integral role in keeping us all 

safe, we asked you to increase and change hours, use different chemicals, and 

change what was a cleaning routine.  Please accept this as acknowledgement 
that we are grateful for all you do and that we are especially grateful for the 

last 12 months, your focus, attention to detail and playing your part in our 

COVID safe plan.    
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As our COVID experiences of alternate working arrangements had started last 

year everyone had become accustomed to awaiting announcements on a press 

conference and quickly adjusting to what was becoming a new norm.  Staff, 

families, partnering agencies and our businesses now knew what was required 

and were able to implement it all without direction. The aspect of all of this 
that I am most grateful for is that our senior management team would often 

have already provided directions, regardless of our levels of frustration, our 

desire for the work and activity schedule to remain the same, it was done 

without complaint or question knowing it was what had to occur. Staff were 

always obliging knowing the privilege it was to not only have secure employment 
but also to be in a position where they could provide consistency for others who 

were dependent upon them, to make their lives a little more interesting whilst 

restricted to home, to ensuring families were still supported, delivering on 

business contracts for essential services and being able to always have a 

contingency to do so.  Everyone had developed a routine that may have included 
staring at excel spreadsheets to ensure all areas were covered, packing up 

computers to work from home, getting boxes of activities or PPE ready for 

houses, printing off paperwork required to be completed, permits written for 

staff and the dreaded ezyway changes for our recording purposes.  Each one of 

these actions whilst seemingly small at the time made our ability to pivot 
between restrictions and requirements more professional, less stressful and a 

credit to each person within or associated with the agency.  Upon reflection it 

really was impressive how quickly all this could occur and how prepared people 

were to ensure it could all happen especially when Dan made some 

announcements on a weekend.  
 

Our Facebook page and photos of activities has never been more active than 

when we were in lockdown, and this was well received by family and the 

communities who were able to be connected in someway and see how engaged 
our crew were.  It also become pivotal to sharing 

information about service delivery changes, business 

opening times or changes. The same posts prompted 

further media coverage and articles about the growing 

laundry services and contract with AME, the magnitude 
of supports offered and receipt of the Australia Day 

award for resilience. The award came about as the 

board nominated Pinnacle for the services delivered 

during the COVID lockdowns and ability to maintain 

supports for so many, they acknowledged that there 
had never been a time in the history of the 

organisations that more had been asked of staff and 

that the response was magnificent.  The nomination 

highlighted the ongoing commitment of staff, 

willingness to adjust workplaces and roles, respect and concern, willpower to 
act through diversity, service orientation, self-education and resilience and 

optimism. Thank you to Ararat Rural City Council for this award and to the board 

for their time in placing their submission and support for all our staff.  
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We were also lucky amongst all of this to have an expansion of our laundry 

property and services which will be referenced later in this report. We also finally 

had the great well of fencing removed from the Viewpoint St building and 
external painting competed, waterproofing to powerhouse roof and various works 

completed at Blackie Ave house some still pending.  Thankyou to Mick Driscoll for 

his coordination and liaison for most of these projects as it is not a skill set of 

mine at all, so I appreciate the time devoted to the areas in an already busy 

schedule.   
 

The following is an account of the year within our National Disability Insurance 

Scheme (NDIS) activities and services and our Australian Disability Enterprises 

(ADE). 

Programs and services  

In this competitive new era and with COVID restrictions seeming to change every 
week it became more important for participants and staff to be able to pivot 

between day service delivery and amended services in home at alternate 

locations or calling others to remain at home.  Throughout all of this financial 

year we were able to maintain some supports for those who typically attend day 

services.  Staff moved into working into the Specialised Disability Accommodation 
houses, in accordance with our ongoing partnership with Possability. Families 

were contacted and for those needing it essential services were provided in 

smaller groups at Redgum Drive and Powerhouse. In home support continued 

under essential services but many recreational 1:1 services ceased.  Respite 

accommodation only occurred when needed depending upon the level of 
restriction at this time.  Each time a unique set of challenges presented a solution 

was identified and a way to overcome it.   

  

Within all these challenges staff were able to facilitate parties for Halloween, 

significant art and craft activities with all different modalities, football tipping 
competitions and footy theme days, high teas, various sports such as golf, 

walking, carpet bowls, darts, fishing, and football.  Given the year it was we were 

also luck enough to be in program for a period where we could view the Olympics 

and a mini-Olympics was held in both towns with medals that had been made in 

lockdown and a variety of accessible events created. In the competitive spirit a 
coloring competition was held in lockdown with prizes being awarded across both 

towns, football tipping competitions were held, and a bowling competition 

attended (before restrictions and lockdown).  
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Whilst on site Powerhouse also joined with the Stawell Neighborhood house to 

host “The Biggest Morning tea” to fundraise for the anticancer council.  There 

was also significant publicity and discussion for the “Are you OK day?” with many 
signs being made and posted to Facebook in support of awareness for mental 

health.   

 

Staff adapted to using electronics to connect with others using 

face time, zoom and other applications to ensure everyone 
still felt a part of something larger.  Many also joined the 

trends of tic tocs (dance or movement routines), creating dec-

orated spoons for Spoonvilles and watching the online keeper 

tours from the zoo and other online education.  

 
We were also lucky enough to have a visit form Simon from 

Splash Test dummies to give the laundry a performance whilst 

he was in town which was a nice distraction in a quieter time.  

 

Our respite facility outside of lockdowns has maintained support for a regular 
group of users but still remains empty on some weekends.  We have seen several 

participants successfully move into supported accommodation with independent 

living skills that have learnt giving them more confidence and increased inde-

pendence.  We love hearing about all their adventures when they engage in activ-

ities or work. We have limited children now but hope to make more contacts with 
Skene St Special School to identify to families what our service does and how we 

may be able to assist them. May has completed an exceptional job ensuring that 

families are supported as much as possible within the restrictions that we faced. 

She has an innate ability to identify stressors in family homes before perhaps they 

are acknowledged by the busy families themselves who are so often meeting eve-
ryone’s needs but their own. We certainly hope to grow this area and meet a 

need that we know exists in this space. It may be confusing or confronting for in-

dividuals to access respite if they do not have a support coordinator to assist, un-

derstand and implement their plan. Thankyou to the small crew of staff that 

work most of the hours in the house and provide so much support and flexibility 
for individuals and their families.  
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With Rearne on maternity leave Angela has balanced the 1:1 coordination in the 

most part.  Again, it has been limited with COVID restrictions given that it was 

not deemed an essential service for most definitions and COVID safe plans.   The 

same restrictions and definition did result in increased in home rostering, as 

children were not at school, for people’s mental health and wellbeing and others 
deteriorating health conditions. With the furloughing of staff to one location I’d 

like thank the staff that committed to these individuals and this area, knowing 

at times it would reduce their opportunity for hours elsewhere, but such was 

their commitment to the individual or the family.  Thankyou to the families that 

allowed us to turn each household into a workplace with all our requirements for 
PPE, documentation for COVID and at times testing requirements.   

As restrictions eased the demands for this program exceeded our capacity to 

staff all requests especially with new industrial restrictions and NDIS funding 

limitations for overtime allowances.  

 
This program is certainly the area with the most growth potential and is also the 

most time consuming and at times complex.  We look forward to returning to 

computer programs, getting groups to AFL and rugby games, markets, stage 

shows, holiday programs and all other requests as our state opens up and we in-

crease our casual pool of staff to meet the needs.  
We haven’t had a robust holiday program this year in part due to COVID but we 

have had people away for weekends that Ange has also coordinated.  Many pro-

viders are in this space and have higher ratios of individuals so less cost.  We will 

continue to provide holidays for those that require a familiar staff person and 

whose needs or behavior may preclude them accessing other services. 

 

As Anthony has referred to in his report our coordinators 

contributed a large amount of time to planning for pro-

posed changes in NDIS funding due this year.  The program 

coordinators namely Tania, Rachel, Melissa, Glenyce, Mick 
and Sharree have been planning for changes, providing 

comprehensive detail about individuals requirements, ratio 

of supports, health care needs, behavior supports and 

seeking evidence for all of these.  Whilst the funding has 

now been delayed the work is still instrumental in budget-
ing the potential impact on the agency.   
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I am grateful and admire the role of the coordinators this year as we continued to 

ask differing things of them and relied heavily on their communication and sup-

ports to their teams of staff.  When announcements were on TV it was not uncom-
mon regardless of time, or day of the week for coordinators to text me before Dan 

Andrews had even finished speaking.  Often coordinators would have only a day to 

change staffing and activity arrangements and contact all concerned. Thankfully 

Anthony was often able to assist with the formal rostering on ezycare when this 

occurred.  The coordinators were the essential conduit between COVID compli-
ance and staff implementation. They were themselves providing direct supports in 

houses or service settings whilst fielding calls, clarifying what could and couldn’t 

occur and checking in with all staff.  They needed to be able to navigate the maze 

of staffing whenever anyone had symptoms and needed to be tested and were of-

ten asked for their expertise to manage clients in similar situations. They adjust-
ed to zoom meetings for supervision and team meetings, they were working from 

home for administration and providing the integral role of checking in on every-

one’s wellbeing.  Thankyou coordinators for your patience when I didn’t have di-

rections or answers, for your resilience to adapt and change and for your support 

to those who make our service possible the direct care staff.   
Out of lockdown we continue to try to adapt to many changes that continue to 

occur within NDIS and coordinators are still looking toward the implementation of 

streaming and programming in 2022. Now with promises of reduced restrictions its 

just about getting back to engagement in groups and collective programming.  

Change fatigue is real and this group of coordinators have done a great job man-
aging this for themselves and their teams.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We 

have lost quite a few of our clientele the past year to age, health or moving to-

ward family or higher care. I want to acknowledge the impact these individuals 

have had on our staff, our communities, our service, and the reminders they have 

provided about why we do what we do.  I want to commend all staff that spent 
hours beside a hospital bed to support those who were in palliative care, the staff 

that took it in turn to ensure the person was never alone in their last moments. 

Thanks to the staff that advocated for others selflessly about what they believed 

that person would truly want, the staff that supported individuals to move, find a 

house and move furniture.  I know in each of these circumstances staff do it 
tough, that they will support the person and put their own feelings aside.  Many of 

these instances are outside work, not within our control and reinforce why we 

work in this industry and should be so proud of a profession that we enjoy and 

care for the people within it.    
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Support Coordination  

Our support coordination services are in demand. Donna has grown her client alloca-

tion to a full-time role and now has surpassed the understanding of anyone else in 
our agency about support coordination and its complexities, especially regarding ac-

commodation and supports and the maze that is specialist disability accommodation 

and supported independent living funding.  Naomi is limited to one day per week and 

already has an allocation that has the capacity to extend beyond those hours and is 

frequently having to deny requests.  Naomi has created a consistent allocation of cli-
ents and is integral to their continuity of supports.  This position has been more com-

plex with COVID and the changing landscape and funds required to be constantly ad-

justed, people wanting to move closer to family, services ceasing and changing ca-

pacity and funding changing to accommodate PPE and flexible supports.  Thankyou 

ladies for being able to carry out a complex and ever-changing role whilst having 
competing demands of remaining independent from the remainder of our organisa-

tions to ensure no conflict of interest. Your work has increased knowledge about our 

services and our reputation as a service provider.    

   

Supported Employment  
In last years report we referenced the difficulties pending for ADEs to remain viable 

with the current and proposed funding changes of NDIS.   Unfortunately, a decision 

was made this financial year that we needed to close Embriodability.  This was a 

very difficult decision that had been avoided for a prolonged period but could no 

longer be sustained.  Sue Prior was the one who had the original idea for Embrioda-
bility many years ago, she had represented the organisation and the business receiv-

ing many awards and had developed the business into what it was.  Sue was also with 

the business when it closed and had worked with all the supported employees ensur-

ing that they had alternate locations of employment and that they felt secure and 

safe at these locations.  We thank Sue and John for their many hours planning, pack-
ing, sorting and communication about the changes of the business and all their work 

prior. Thankyou to the other staff that have worked at this location Belinda, Carly, 

Michael, Leon, Trevor and Kerri.  Thank you for always wanting the best for the sup-

ported employees and promoting them at every opportunity possible and doing so 

much more than just being work colleagues but supports for family, referring agents, 
providing advice, facilitating social opportunities and so much more.   

It was inspirational and emotional to listen to the supported employees make 

speeches, receive service awards, and talk of stories of what was and what will be at 

a final dinner.  Any of you that know me well, know that I can be quite emotional, 

and this was one occasion that no amount of professionalism was going to allow me 
to make a speech without being a blubbering mess.  Thankyou to Bernie, Grahame, 

Rachel, Josh, Jasmine, Tim, Sue, and 

John for all your speeches and 

strength on the night.  The business is 

already missed in the community and 
we appreciated the support we re-

ceived during trade,  leading up to and 

during the closure period from many in 

Ararat.  
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At the conclusion of last year, we had seen the 

completion of significant works at the Launderette in 

Ararat which assisted with increasing clientele utilising 
this service.  We needed to increase cleaning regimes 

and include density numbers in response to COVID. The 

laundry has also endured periods of reduced work at 

times but has had some quieter periods sustained with 

repair and cleaning of flags from Geelong. The team has 
been complimented with several supported employees 

that have moved from Embroidability and learning the 

job very quickly. 

Having Belinda working there has provided them some 

familiarity and Sharon's direction provided work skills 
that they never thought they would enjoy 6 months ago.  

They have completed works for the likes of the local 

dance company cleaning of all costumes, party hire 

venues, air bed and breakfasts, trade teams working 

away from home, car seats for health care centre, 
specialised cleaning of delicate items etc. Sharon has 

had to adapt when lock downs resulted in closures and 

restrictions in supported employees and/or work and 

has always accommodated what was required and 

adapted to the demands placed upon customer access.  
 

Our Commercial laundry had exciting extensions this year and we thank Andrew 

Eastick and his team for their efficient and comprehensive work, the slab was 

poured in September and equipment installed in December.  This extension was 

created based upon a business proposal that identified significant viability and 
sustainability potential and positions for more supported employees. Some of the 

design works were completed prior to Don leaving providing clarity that it was 

possible.  The proposal was written and proposed by Mick who then was ultimately 

responsible for overseeing the build, equipment orders and supply and obtaining 

increased contracts within its capacity.  Mick was also able to obtain funding 
towards the build with a successful grant application to ACE Community Enterprise.  

We thank them for their support and contribution toward our service. Mick and his 

team have demonstrated a commitment to work during construction, ensuring that 

essential work can continue with rotational teams at times, supporting new business, 

working with increased demand and contract.  Then the impact of COVID and 
minimised tourism meant many days become half days and only several times a week 

such was the efficiency of the new equipment.  

To maintain staff morale earlier in the financial year Mick approached McDonalds 

and created the employee of the month awards, Matthew Taylor was successful in 

taking out the first award 
followed by other gents for 

various reasons over time, we 

congratulate all recipients and 

thank McDonalds for their 
support.   
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 As Mick is also responsible for the shed it is timely to dis-

cuss the growth that it also evident at Alexander Ave.  The 

commitment, production and work that Mick, Russell and 
the supported employees have completed with more con-

tracts with AME is substantial.  Whilst the program was fa-

miliar with smaller contracts with this company we were 

approached and asked to take on more work.  As Mick was 

managing both sites, he was able to maximise peoples work 
across both locations by creating a flexible working team 

that were multi skilled.  When the laundry was quiet some 

supported employees would relocate and work in the shed 

and assist Russell. This has resulted in increased demand 

but also viability for this location and ensures that it is also 
an essential service during any lockdowns.  Thankyou to 

Mick for his vision of growth, understanding of the NDIS, 

contacts within services and drive for both locations and for 

the teams that he supports.  He is also instrumental in the 

meeting of a contract of lawn mowing for many Telstra 
sites adding to the services income and another partnership.   

 

Stawell Lawns and Gardens and Greenfingers nursery have had a more difficult 

year and impacted more significantly by COVID lockdowns as they were not able to 

operate at these times, not fitting the definition of an essential service.  After 
such a prolonged period of closure, lawns and gardens are just increasing demand 

again now as five new similar services were created locally in this area during the 

pandemic. Job Keeper has certainly had to assist to assist these businesses finan-

cially.  We thank those who have taken leave during this time and understand 

their frustration at the stop start nature of their employment over the past 12 
months. We thank the loyal customers that have stood by us and want to continue 

to engage our services. Thankyou to Misty, Michelle, Louis and Michelle for their 

ongoing support of the teams at this location and communication with them at all 

times to ensure they were supported and understood requirements.  Greenfingers 

had contracts with Horsham Rural City Council and the Wimmera catchment au-
thority that did increase demands upon the teams when they were on site.  They 

continue to supply for regional Landcare groups, local farmers and members of the 

public.  They had significant success with supply of Christmas trees last year and 

the pop-up shop when its been able to go ahead.   

 
As you can see each of our businesses have had peak 

times and our employers have had to work hard to ensure 

that all our customers are satisfied, and contracts ful-

filled.  Thankyou to all the workers for their congoing 

commitment to Pinnacle, their commitment to the busi-
ness they work for and for the work they complete.  
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As mentioned, our staff in these locations offer so much more than working col-

leagues, they have embraced the flexibility presented within NDIS and assist with co-

ordination of meals, banking, holidays, outreach support, medical appointments, fu-
ture planning and of most significance life learnings and friendships.  Thankyou to all 

our managers who rise to the challenges and staff in these locations who really are an 

example of fulfilling ‘all other duties’ for those whom we support. We look forward 

to the potential flexibility to be funded for this with the proposed changes in Decem-

ber 2021.  

Staffing 
Our direct care is the strength of the agency and we are so grateful for our staff who 

continue to prevail and remain focused on what and who is the most important within 

our agency despite all the changes and competing demands.   Our direct care staff 

provide a high level of care and do not take for granted the importance of their role, 

the privilege it is to share the lives and be chosen to deliver support and services to 
an individual.  

Workforce shortages remain an issue and recruitment will continue, this year we also 

saw the introduction of a nationally consistent worker screening checks by the Quali-

ty and Safeguarding Commission.  This created enormous administrative and pro-

cessing hurdles and a delay of its implementation was welcomed by all staff whose 
checks were still pending, including mine.  

 

I thank all our staff that have demonstrated their commitment to their teams, the 

individuals receiving services and their families, staff, or carers.  They have demon-

strated autonomy, professionalism, and great communication skills to deal with the 
magnitude of change, correspondence, and requests.  Staff have had to complete an 

ever growing amount of mandatory training and professional development that Julie 

references within her report. These requirements were to ensure that we can deal 

with and meet unique challenges and high standards for the safety of everyone we 

support.  Thankyou to Julie for her coordination of all these requirements but also 
her responsiveness and support to everyone staff and clients alike 

     

Thank you staff for your ongoing compliance and wearing of PPE and constant chang-

es to activities, transport restrictions and density limits. May the easing of re-

strictions see a return to a new normality that optimises opportunities for everyone 
to achieve their individual goals.  

Thankyou and best wishes to staff that have moved on this year. Some long serving 

and very knowledgeable staff are no longer with us due to retirement, proximity or 

otherwise. We thank them for their comprehensive contribution to the agency and to 
the many families whom they have impacted on.  Peter has referenced some of the 

longstanding staff in his report and we also acknowledge casuals who may have also 

changed employment for similar reasons or demands from like agencies.   
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 Administration 

Anthony heads our administration team and finances. Thankyou Anthony for your 

many and varied hours of work and the roles you take on for always being available 
to assist with emergency roster changes and for the increased forecasting and budg-

ets that we now have.  Anthony has a great understanding of NDIS and ongoing 

changes and has become well-rehearsed in attending webinars from his kitchen ta-

ble.  Anthony has a report following about the specifics of our agencies finances but 

also his training requests that increased in demand in the later parts of this financial 
year. Thankyou Anthony for your ongoing support to me in my role.  

 

To our administration team of Angela, Donna, Jenny, and Emma I sincerely thankyou.  

We are privileged to have such a multi skilled, dedicated, and knowledgeable team.  

Their knowledge extends beyond that of administrative tasks to the individuals we 
support. This team has knowledge of the agency that will never be replaced, they 

are able to assist on so many levels and are readily available to everyone in the agen-

cy. Thankyou team for not only all the work you complete but the support you pro-

vide to everyone in the agency, much gratitude also for the support you have provid-

ed me with my multiple requests for assistance, information and clarity.    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Partnerships 
This year partnerships were critical and saw a dissolve of competitive spirit and a 

consolidation of knowledge and need to share resources with like service provides 

and organisations in the community.  We were an integral part of the pandemic re-

sponse group and maintained close relations with services in the West Wimmera. 

  
 

We maintained and are grateful for our partnership with Possability enabling us to 

work within the houses and provide continuity for those living within services.  

 

Special mention should be made to our outstanding medical facilities with Stawell 
Regional Health and East Grampians Health Services who were so accommodating to 

staff and participants when vaccination role out started.  These hospitals were not 

only prepared to allocate times for staff and coordinating the staggering of staff vac-

cinations to ensure continuity of care they also devised sensory deprived settings for 

participants that needed this. They provided reassurance for many that had potential 
trauma related to intermuscular injections from the past and enabled them to be 

vaccinated.     
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Audit 

Thank you to Steve. The coronavirus has been a significant source for policy 
development and accreditation and whilst he has not worked on site, he has had 

to work tirelessly to ensure we are compliant with the ever-changing 

requirements.  Steve not only ensures that our documentation is correct in its 

content he also enters any changes into out management system.    

As referred to in his report we had to undertake our first audit to the NDIS 
Practice Standards, and our agency is extremely grateful for Steve’s advice and 

expertise in this are to ensure our registration continues.  Thankyou also to 

Melissa and Julie for their part in our internal audits. 

Much gratitude to Steve for all his professionalism and support he has provided 

to me during complex investigations, budgeting, consultation, recruitment, 
design, COVID changes and interpretation. 

 

Board 

Our board is only a small number of long-time serving members who are not only 

committed but passionate about our agency and those we support but also the 
greater impact on the community.  Peter Brennan took on the role of 

chairperson this year with John McDougal remaining as secretary and treasurer.  

Other members include the previous chairperson Robyn Anyon, Rosalind Byass, 

Ian Foster, Brendan Holland.  They are certainly looking to recruit to the board 

soon to increase our numbers and to share the passion with other professionals 
and community members to oversee the governance of our organisation.  I thank 

all the members for the countless hours that are volunteered to not only attend 

meetings but also for the many calls, emails and alike to check in on staff 

wellbeing, participant activities, services, and status of businesses with the 

various lock downs.  Thank you for your preparedness to enable meetings to 
occur online during lock down and for some increasing their familiarity with 

online conferencing platforms.  

Personally, I also thank the board for their confidence, support, and 

unconditional regard in what has certainly been 

a challenging year with many decisions to be 
made and directions implemented. Their 

support for me both professionally and 

personally is much appreciated and I have 

complete admiration for each of them for their 

various professions, their integrity, knowledge, 
contribution, and generosity.  
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Conclusion 

I am privileged to present the Pinnacle Annual Report for the 2020-2021 financial 

year.  Staff brought about the change required and explored so many new ways 
to deliver services and to ensure everyone remained engaged and connected.  

They demonstrated that we are stronger together, that as a collective they are 

the heart and soul of disability services in our communities and that we are an 

agency that the communities value, respect and consider in all aspects of future 

planning.  This acknowledgment and partnerships are something Brian Burke 
created as part of his legacy during his many years of commitment, so we are 

very grateful we can continue to build upon this as we evolve and remain 

progressive.  

We know we have challenges ahead with further Government directions about 

vaccination status, NDIS funding changes and viability, staff recruitment, ratios 
of support and the increasing administration burden to accompany everything.  I 

am confident that we will remain focused, that everyone is committed to 

themselves, their goals, our staff, and colleagues.    

  

My sincere thanks to our Senior Management Team and 
all staff members whom all deserve recognition and 

praise for their tremendous work this year – they 

have, despite the many challenges, continued to 

deliver excellent services and supports in our 

community. 

I thank our stakeholders for their generous support 
including our small number of volunteers, community 
partners, donors, and community participants.  Your 
support and unwavering commitment to support 
Pinnacle and assisting us to implement our vision is 
much appreciated. 
 
I am incredibly grateful for everyone’s dedication and 
support for those whom we support and know any 
challenges presented ahead will be met head on and 
with people foremost in all decisions.  
We also express gratitude to those whom we support, thankyou for allowing us 
the privilege to be a part of your lives, for allowing us to share your challenges 
and successes for making us grateful to work in a career that is impactful.  
Impactful on those whom we support, their families, staff, our communities, and 
ourselves.  We learn so much each day regarding resilience, strength, 
determination, joy and communication, you are the reason we are a success and 
why staff are so committed. We thank you for enabling us all to get through the 
last year and providing us all some engagement, consistency, and routine.  I 
hope everyone can reflect on aspects of the year 
with gratitude for where we work, what we do, 
the impact we have and who we get to work 
with and spend time with.   
Thankyou to everyone for the contribution you 
make to our agency.   

KATHRYN CLAYTON 
CEO 
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MANAGER CORPORATE SERVICES REPORT 2020-2021 

Another year down and it seems to be getting busier each year and going faster 

every year. 

With the Covid-19 impact, implementation of Multi 

Employer Agreement and National Disability Insurance 

Scheme new pricing. 

 

Multi-Employer Agreement 

With the new MEA coming in place as of March 2020 which 

brought some changes with staff condition and entitle-

ments. One of the biggest changes that came in place in 
the middle of July was the Modern award and SCAHDS 

award pay rates coming together as one pay award. With 

this implementation of pay rate changes all staff grading had to be evaluated 

and change to the new grading scale in the MEA.  

 

COVID-19 

With Covid-19 being around for the whole of this financial year administration 

staff were at home working for most of the year. Remotely doing all our 

communication by zoom & phone was a challenge. With remote work we got to 

find out how much we relied on remote access into all our systems to keeping 
working.  We maintained job keeper for 9 months of the financial year before 

it ceased which was a benefit as reflected in the finance report. 

 

Financials 

This 2020-2021 finance year, Pinnacle made a profit of $1,787,686. With most 
of the money coming from National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) to the 

value of $5,412,623 and Cos- Over 65  funding (Continuity of Support funding) 

making up the remainder of the client funding income to the value of 

$574,901. Our major expense for the year was wages at $6,470,810 which is an 

increase of $280,748 on last year. 

Of this of $1,787,686 profit we got $2,726,400 for job keeper & $37,500 for 

cash flow boost, if we didn’t get this funding we would have made quite a 

large loss for the year, programs and staffing would have looked totally 

different to how it was in differing circumstances. 

Our Australian Disability Enterprises (ADE’s) made a profit of $299,614 for this 
year, but if we didn’t have job keeper to help these business we would have a 

made a loss of $33,970. 

The Association’s total assets increased during the financial year from 

$13,155,318 to $14,503,063 the majority of this asset increase came from the 

extra income that we got from job keeper, which help with our cash flow 
during the year. 
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Our total liabilities at the end of the financial year was $1,826,578 down from  

$2,266,519 a lot of this decrease came from the drop in staff annual leave 

entitlements. Working with staff and the new MEA we got staff to use or payout 
there leave entitlements to meet the MEA saying staff should only carry 8 weeks 

of leave. 

With the next financial year all assets we be revalued and current assets 

sustained and built on were possible. 

For more in depth information please see finance report attached. 

I would like to thank Mark from our financial auditing firm Barker and Jennings 

for his support, advice and assistance during the year and at audit. 

 

NDIS Pricing 

With the new NDIS pricing change coming in place as at 1 July 2021 with ratios 
and what we can charge for changing we will spent significant time working out 

how we were going to implement this, only to be told 2 weeks out that this is not 

going to happen and is being deferred for 12 months. 

 

Training 
Training under Life Saving Victoria License has been very restricted this year due 

to COVID, how we can run course and cleaning etc. Once restrictions lift I suspect 

it is going to be busy in training courses with everyone catching back up and get 

their qualification update. 

To the office staff, thank you for your support though these hard and trying time 
and wish Laurie all the best in the future with him moving on and I would like 
especially thank Kathryn for her support throughout the year. 

 

ANTHONY MELLORS 

MANAGER CORPORATE SERVICES 
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PINNACLE INC WOULD LIKE 

TO THANK THE ARARAT 

COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE 

INC FOR THEIR 

CONTRIBUTION TO THE 

EXTENSION OF OUR 

COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY  
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QUALITY, COMPLIANCE, OH&S, TRAINING & CONSULTANCY REPORT 
2020-2021 

 

The 2020/21 year saw several issues that had a major 

impact on Pinnacle’s service quality and compliance 
program and tested our flexibility and resilience. They 

included: 

Our first audit to the NDIS Practice Standards  

Ongoing COVID related compliance requirements 

Working cooperatively with Possability, the regional 
disability accommodation provider, to ensure continuity of 

supports during COVID lockdowns. 
 

Certification to the NDIS Practice Standards 

As a condition of our registration as an NDIS provider Pinnacle was required to 

complete an independent external audit to the NDIS Practice Standards by the 
30th September 2020. A successful outcome from the audit was required to 

maintain our registration as a provider of NDIS supports. 

Planning and preparation for our first audit to the NDIS Practice Standards was 

impeded by COVID related interruptions and the challenges of having most of the 

management team working from home. However we managed to navigate the 
NDIS Commissions portal to update our registration details and ensure that we 

were ready for audit to the new standards. 

Due to Pinnacle receiving the Rural and Remote Grant from the Commonwealth 

Department of Social Services (DSS) we were also required to maintain 

certification to the National Standards for Disability Services, with the external 
audit to this standards to be conducted at the same time as the NDIS Practice 

Standards audit. Both audits were conducted by Quantum Certification Services, 

an approved NDIS auditing company. 

 

NDIS Practice Standards Audit 

The audit was conducted remotely by four auditors over three days from 
14/9/2020 to 16/9/2020. 

The audit report identified one major non-conformity relating to some incomplete 

client records. Pinnacle obtained the required information and signatures and the 

non-conformity was downgraded, allowing a recommendation from Quantum to 

the NDIS Commission for our NDIS provider registration to proceed. Longer term 
action implemented to prevent the problem from reoccurring included simplifying 

the processes used to obtain consent, Coordinators and Managers supporting their 

staff to obtain complete consent records, introducing quality checks, conducting 

an internal audit of all client records and implementing corrective action to 

address any remaining gaps. 

A minor non-conformity was also raised in relation to incomplete documentation 
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held on some client files. This has been addressed by updating the Client File 

Checklist, standardising naming protocols for client information held on Eziway, 

Coordinators and Managers supporting staff to maintain complete and accurate 
client records, conducting an internal audit and implementing corrective action 

to address any issues. 

The audit also identified a number of opportunities for improvement relating to: 

support planning, governance, information management, human resource 

management, quality management, service agreements and workplace health and 
safety.  

 

Auditors will follow up on non-conformities and opportunities for improvement at 
the next audit which is due in mid-2022. 

Positive auditing findings contained in the audit report included: 

“The audit confirmed participants are at the center of service delivery and 

spoke highly of the support they received, helping them reach their goal 

and improve their quality of life. Communication was the most important 
factor for participants’ and representatives; many commented on the 

positive communications and connections they have with Pinnacle. Many 

representatives felt included when developing the ISPs and have seen 

Pinnacle build on participants’ needs over time. Participants’ are also very 

pleased the day programs have continued in participants’ homes during the 
lockdown, they feel this has improved the connection between instructors 

and participants as they get more one-to-one time in smaller groups. They 

would like to see the smaller groups continue after the COVID-19 

restrictions are lifted.” 

“Staff feedback was very positive towards the organisation and management 
as well as demonstrating a commitment to the rights and responsibilities of 

participants.” 

A random sample of clients and client representatives were interviewed by the 

auditors. The audit report contained the following comments from them: 

“They treat [participant] like a friend, not a client.”  

“Staff are lovely, kind and gentle. They are very good with 

[participant]; they take good care of him.”  

“Very warm and welcoming with participants.” 

“Very adaptive, very involved. Staff are trying their hardest to make life 

interesting for them.”   
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“Excellent people who know how to do the right thing 

for my child.”  

“I have no complaints if there is ever a problem, I 
telephone or email and get things sorted out with no 

fuss.” 

 

Quality Improvements 

Client Risk Assessment training was held in August 2021 and 
was attended by most staff. 

Our annual management review meeting was held on the 7th September, with a 

focus on being ready for the upcoming audit. 

The internal audit program was maintained throughout the year thanks to Melissa 

Raeck who conducted and reported the majority of the internal audits. 

The following policies, procedures and forms were updated to meet the 

requirements of the NDIS Practice Standards: 

New policies or procedures 

Complex Bowel Care Policy 

Enteral (Peg) Feeding Policy 
Service Agreement – NDIS supports provided by a sole support worker. 

Updated policies, procedures and forms 

Individual Needs Policy 

Incident Management and Reporting Policy 

Quality Policy 
Continual Improvement Policy 

Recruitment Policy 

Client Assessment, Planning and Review Work Instruction 

Supported Employee Wage Assessment Process Work Instruction 

NDIS Service Agreement 
Personal Information Consent Form 

SDA Service Agreement 

COVID Visitor Questionnaire 

NDIS Plan Review Report 

Letter of Engagement – Casual Staff 
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Other Projects 

Assistance was provided to the Board of Management with the recruitment 

process of the Chief Executive Officer. 

Assistance was provided to the management team in finalising a long-term 

Workcover claim as well as sourcing new insurance providers to replace our VMIA 

insurance. 

Supported was provided to the management team in transitioning to the NDIS 

Workers Screening Checks. 

 

Summary 

It has been a pleasure to work with Kathryn Clayton and the management team in 

navigating a very demanding year. As always Kathryn worked tirelessly to ensure 

the best possible outcomes for Pinnacle’s clients, families and staff during this 
time. 

 

STEVE MOSES 

QUALITY & COMPLIANCE CONSULTANT 
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HALLOWEEN 2020 CELEBRATIONS 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2020-2021 

 

Professional Development 

The Summary of Learning Needs and Training Plan 2021 

were completed and were made available for internal and 

external auditing during the reporting period. It was an 
optimistic plan given the limitations COVID restrictions has 

placed on the organisation. Zoom was invaluable for many 

aspects of training, however there have been few 

opportunities for staff to be together for face- to- face 

training.  Often courses were cancelled or limited to a specific number without 
any cross over of staff. On line training became our only other option. 

 

All staff updated their First Aid and CPR qualifications, two Professional 

Development days occurred in October 2020 and February 2021 with Kathryn 

able to link all sites, via zoom, to discuss changes and future development. 
Disability Services Consultants, contracted by NDIA to offer no cost training in 

COVID relevant areas, ensured staff could complete training when convenient 

and enabling them to continue to provide care in whatever setting they were 

working. This they did willingly with the evidence of training entered on Eziway 

or as shared Pinnacle documents. 

 

It has been a year of webinars, zooms and virtual classrooms – fast track IT 

training for all! 

 

Thankfully, permanent staff have completed and have regularly updated core 
training although updates, whilst planned, will need to transfer over to 2022.  

The new module ‘Quality, Safety and You’ COVID relevant 

training, mandatory for staff working in the disability 

sector the ‘NDIS Worker Screening Checklist’, First Aid , 

CPR updates and training relevant to the specific care 
needs of participants – dysphagia (food assistance), 

ostomy and stoma care, anaphylaxis and the use of aids 

and equipment for safe transfers of participants with 

limited mobility, more than filled any training time 

available. 

I appreciated the time during lockdown to collate all previous training, dating 

back to 2012, onto a spreadsheet which can be shared with Coordinators and 

Managers, this is in addition to any accredited training accessible through 

Eziway which forms individual staff training profiles. NDIS can request evidence 

to support the level of competence of each staff member-  the Eziway system 
and the spreadsheet are quick and easy points of reference when new requests 

for support are received. 
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NDIS Practice Standards 

The NDIS Practice Standards were introduced to ensure NDIS providers give staff 

the skills and knowledge to competently support participants specifically with 
complex needs. To identify complex needs, risk assessments were completed for 

each person, these assessments highlighted areas of complex care, deterioration 

of health and wellbeing, and situations that may put participants at risk. The risk 

assessments are reviewed annually or when there is a change in a persons care 

needs. Based on  that information we can plan for additional training as is 
reflected in this report.  Some elements- diabetes, mental health, epilepsy and 

waste management have been transferred to the 2021-22 training due to the time 

and resource constraints which had an impact on the implementation of the 20-

’21 plan. 

Pinnacle can be proud that its staff have a strong training and experience 
background and we can look forward to further building on those strengths. Whilst 

COVID placed limitations on the training opportunities offered during this year, it 

has opened up a variety of cost- effective learning platforms that will open up 

many opportunities in the future. 

 

What we have achieved 2020 –2021 

 100 staff have a current CPR and First Aid Certificate 

 15 completed ‘Dysphagia for Support Workers’ – assistance for participants with 

swallowing difficulties. 

 An additional 15 staff completed the mandatory on line NDIS Worker Orientation 

module ‘Quality, Support and You’ making a total of 85. 

 Updates for Anaphylaxis were completed by 11 staff. 

 ‘Ostomy and Stoma Care for Support Workers’ introduced in the past year for staff 

who support participants who have had this procedure. 27 staff completed. 

 COVID – All staff were required to complete two on line modules ‘Supporting People 

to Stay Infection Free’ and ‘PPE for Support Workers’. 

 Administration and Management staff linked into many COVID specific webinars and 

courses ensuring up to date information could be circulated to staff. This was done 
regularly and comprehensively by C.E.O. Kathryn Clayton. 

 Support Coordination – courses completed included ‘The Role of Support 

Coordinators in the NDIS Program’ and ‘Case Notes for Support Coordinators’. 

 Individual staff completed ‘Understanding Brain Trauma’, and ‘Understanding 

Dementia’. 

 One staff is undertaking Certificate 4 in both ‘Ageing Support ‘and ‘Disability 

Support’. 

 Anthony Mellors continues to upgrade to maintain his qualifications as a training 

assessor for Life Saving Victoria in the areas of First Aid, CPR and Anaphylaxis. 
Anthony facilitates Pinnacle training in these areas. 

 Kathryn Clayton , Pinnacle’s Approved Program Office (APO), has undertaken 

further professional development to further assist Pinnacle to work towards the 
reduction of restrictive practices. This training was developed and recommended 
by the Victorian Senior Practitioner, Dept. of Families, Fairness and Housing and 
clearly stated in the NDIS Practice Standards. 
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Professional Development Days – Ararat and Stawell Activity Sites 

October 2020  

Accredited CPR training was facilitated by Anthony Mellors, Life Saving Victoria 
for 61 staff with separate sessions held in Ararat and Stawell. 

Staff were asked to complete the mandatory on line COVID training ‘P.P.E. for 

Support Workers’ followed by updating and uploading participant Support Plan 

documents on to ‘Ezicare’. 

 

February 2021 

‘Streaming of Activities’ is an initiative developed to offer a wider range of activi-

ties, in different settings and linked to their interests and abilities. The session, 

offered via zoom, was facilitated by Kathryn Clayton who encouraged staff to use 

a recommended template to expand ideas. 

Understanding how to arrange and hold a Support Plan Meeting, to develop a Sup-

port Plan based on the Participants NDIS Plan and the essential documents to be 

signed by carers, can be complex and confusing for all involved. As Pinnacle is an 

NDIS Provider, the documents must be correct and reflect the detail requested by 

NDIS. It was a valuable session as we need to determine how staff can be further 
supported. 

Eziway and Ezicare 

‘ Ezyway’ and ‘Ezycare’ are Pinnacles main data recording and monitoring. Changes occur 
regularly to comply with NDIS standards and reporting expectations. Assistance is given to 
the Co ordinators by Anthony Mellors and Kathryn while administrative staff give almost 
daily assistance to staff.  A ‘go to IT person’ has emerged at each site, they too freely 
give time to assist colleagues. We actively encourage staff to use the Eziway helpdesk 
wherever possible.  
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Coordinator/ Managers Meetings 

Ideally, face to face meetings are regularly scheduled every six weeks but it was 

obvious immediate adjustments needed to be made – ‘face to face’ became zoom 

meetings, regular became at best, bi-monthly with the focus dominated by COVID 

related issues. Rostering staff, recruiting new casual staff, PPE, the health and 
wellbeing of staff and participants, discussing  a return to work plan  post COVID, 

emerged as the main focus of meetings. Regular agenda items - NDIS updates, 

OHS, feedback and complaints, incident reports, training and policy/ document 

changes absorbed any remaining time. 

With Kathryn facilitating the meetings, we were able to maintain links with the 
team and to give each other much needed reassurance during a time of unpre-

dictable work and lifestyle changes. 

 

Congratulations to the Pinnacle team as the recipient of the Ararat Rural 

City Council 2021 Australia Day Award for Resilience. From my observations, 
Pinnacle was a most worthy recipient and I was proud to be part of it. 

 

JULIE MCDOUGALL 

MANAGER CLIENT SERVICES 


